This will be a research paper of a minimum of 4-5 pages on a **mystery** event of your choice. The paper must have 5 documented sources of information in the paper itself plus those 5 sources placed correctly on your **Works Cited** page. We will have time to research these topics in the computer lab and the library itself if necessary; however, most of the information needed will be from the Internet. **You will need to take a position about possible murderer(s), conspiracies, etc., and defend your position within the paper after you do your research. You may place your decision in the last paragraph.**

**Possible Topics:**
Tupac Shakur's death
Notorious B.I.G. (or Biggie Smalls') death
Jon Benet Ramsay's death
Natalee Holloway's disappearance
Marilyn Monroe's death
Jam Master Jay's death
Assassination of Martin Luther King
Assassination of John F. Kennedy
Assassination of Malcolm X
Assassination of Robert F. Kennedy
Who was Jack the Ripper?
Black Dahlia Murder
The Zodiac Killer
Bermuda Triangle
Loch Ness Monster
Area 51 Roswell
UFO abductions
Bigfoot
Illuminati
(Or any other “mystery” topic of your choice approved by me.)

**Paper must be typed in 12 font New Times Roman.**
**Double-spaced**
**Paper must have 5 sources documented in the paper.**
**Paper must have an additional Works Cited page (does not count for length of paper).**

**********Paper Due DATE: __________________**

Media Center Dates: (You may need to buy a flash drive (not sold at school or save to server). Library dates: ________________________________